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1.

DETAILED EXAMINATION AND AHALYSIS OF THE В1ЕЕСТОБ-GENERAL'S PROPOSED
PROGRAMME AMD BUDGET ESTIMATES FOE I960: Item 6 of the Agenda
(Official Becords No. 89; Documents ЕВ23/АБ7^Р/1-11) (continued)

Programme Activities
j

The CHAIRMAN drew the Committee、attention to the new method of presentation
of the Operating Programme ; which, following the changes in the organizational
structure of WHO, vas now shown under the general title of Programme Activities,
whereas in the past activities had been shovn under Central Technical Services
and Advisory Services,
Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, called attention to section 11 of
document EB25/aF/WP/5， vhich should be read in conjunction with Appropriation
Section k 9

Paragraph 11.1 provided an overall summary of the net increase in

that appropriation section and gave a breakdown of the total sum of $ 297 593^
Details of the nev posts proposed for i960 vere given in paragraph IX,2.
红書1

Offices of the Assistant Directors-General
The DIKECTOR-GENERAL said he believed it would be useful for him-to summarise

the actions taken by him in 1958, and those planned for 1959 and 19б0> which
related to the structure of the Organization.

The documentation before the

Committee would shov that a series of changes had been made； however, those
changes could all be considered as of a relatively minor character and in keeping
vith the general evolution of the Organization 1 s work.

¡Ж1п/2 Rev.l

In 1958 the iKiits dealing with Exchange of Scientific Information

and with

Assistance to Educational Institutions in the Division of Education and Training
Services had been renamed "Education in Medicine and Allied Subjects", anà "Public
Health Education, and Training":

those new titles seemed to relate more closely to

the actual functions of those sections, particularly as exchange of scientific
information was in effect carried out a t all times throughout all divisions.

No

substantive changes had been, made in those uniba,
As a result of discussions in the World Healtía Assembly, two nev units in the
Division of Organization of Public Health Services relating respectively to
Cardiovascular Diseases and to Cancer had been created, as well as a unit on Leprosy
in the Division of Communicable Diseases.

That development vas in accordance with

the established policy of creating new units when that became necessary as a result
of the fact that greater emphasis had come to be placed on certain activities
hitherto within the scope of a more general section.
Another change effected in 1958， and vbich might in fact appear a t first sight
of greater importance than it really vas 7 was the abolition of the three main
Departments.

That measure sliould not Ъз taken as implying any basic change in

the organizational structure； it had been decided upon, in view of the magaituae
of certain sectors of the programme, in order to enable a more satisfactory
distribution of the Divisions as between the Assistant Directors-General.
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H e then called attention to the changes vhich he had made in 1959•

Health

Laboratory Methods had been transferred to the Division of Organization of Public
Health Services^ and its title changed to Health Laboratory Services.

The vork

in connexion with the shigella^ escherichia and salmonella centres would be
transferred to Endemo-epidemic Diseases.
had been transferred to Nutrition.

Work in connexion with food additives

The Division of Epidemiological and Health

Statistical Services would become the Division of Health Statistics, International
Quarantine being transferred to the Division of Communicable Disease Services
(that d©veloi®ient had long been under discussion).

He stressed that the changes

made vere designed to ensure that the maximum benefit vas derived from the
existing staff in those divisions,
consist of the following units:

îhe nev Division of Health Statistics vouia

Health Statistical Methodology^ Consolidation of

Health Statistics, and International Classification of Diseases and Developnent
of Health Statistical Services.

The Division of Therapeutic Substances had been

renamed the Division of Biology ana Pharmacology and would include the unit'on
Radiation and 工sotopes, which had hitherto reported to the Office of the DirectorGeneral.
He emphasized that the changes which he had just outlined were in no vay of
a dramatic nature and followed the orderly development of the Organization.
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The organizational changes for 19^0 would, of course, be studied by ttie
Standing Committee as it considered M s proposed programme and budget estimates
for i960.

The creation of a post of fourth Assistant Director-General had been

motivated by the tremendous increase which had come about in the work of WHO
over the past ten years.

He stressed the fact that,while the addition of

another Assistant Director-General would help M m greatly by relieving him of
some of the Organization's growing responsibilities, he was not in any wayseeking to transfer any of the final measure of responsibility which was naturally
incumbent on the Director-General alone.

In fact, M s proposal for the fourth

Assistant Director-General had.been maâe with the future of the Organization in
mina, in view of its expanding sphere of activities.
He also proposed to create in i960 a new unit of activity to relate to the
Organization of Medical Care.

The Division of Organization of Public Health

Services, which had become too large, would be split into two Divisions, namely.
Public Health Services

and Health Protection and Promotion； he recalled that

that measure had been under considération since 1951 and he hoped that it vould；
in fact, take place in i960.

He also planned to create a separate сait of

activity dealing with Virus Diseases.
Dr METCALFE asked what were the main duties it was proposed that the
fourth Assistant Direc tor-General should undertake.
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The DIEECTOE-GENERAL replied that ths functions of the proposed new
Assistant Director-General woulâ be the same as those of the three present
Assistant Directors-General in that, he would be required to be responsible for
a number of divisions and to assist in formulating policy in the Organization.
Some of the divisions. Malaria Eradication or Communicable Disease Services for
example, had become so large and their activities had so increased that it vas
becoming impossible to expect an Assistant Director-General to Ъе responsible for
many such divisions-

The question of which divisions would fall under the new

Assistant Direc tor-General vould clearly be closely linked with the specialties
of the person selected for the post,
D r MSTCAIiFE agreed that it was desirable for the Direc tor-General to be
relieved from an undue amount of routine work and he therefore supported in
principle the creation of a fourth post of Assistant Direc tor-General.

He did,

hovever^ thinfe it deairabl.e that more detailed information be given to the
Committee on the type of work for which the incumbent would be responsible.

Professor CAHAESEIA considered that the matter was of great importance.

He

recalled that the separation which had hitherto existed into Central Technical
Services and. Advisory Services had largely come about as a legacy of the
activities undertaken in the past in the health sphere by the League of Nations.
The separation had been) on the whole； somevbat artificial and it vas

therefore

understandable that the Director-General should wish to divide activities in a
more logical manner.
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He felt that the proposed new structure in connexion vith the appointment
of a fourth Assistant Direc tor-General vould be somevhat too flexible, since he
had the impression that it vas proposed first to choose the person to fill the
post and then to assign the divisions according to his particular capacities.
He aid not think that vould be entirely sound from an administrative point of
view and believed that the inverse procedure should be followed^

He vas not

clear as to which organ of WHO • the present Standing Committee^ the Executive
Board or the World Health Assembly - had the authority to discuss the matter.

Dr SINGH was in favour^ in principle^ of creating the post of a fourth
Assistant Diroctor-General in viev of the expanding activities of the Organization.
«

The DIIffiCTOR-GEHEEAL thought that perhaps he had not made his point
entirely clear and that Professor Canaperia had misunderstood his position^
He of course agreed that a logical grouping of the divisions vas necessary and
that the most suitable person vould then have to be found to supervise tbeir
work.
He vould emphasize that his proposals in no vay basically altered the strue
ture of the Organization*

He recalled that a similar method existed in the

International Labour Organisation^ where a group of divisions vas in the charge
of an assistant director-general*

His structural reorganization merely meant

the disappearance of the departments as such but did not alter the functions of
the divisions.
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Professor CANAEEEIA said that it would seem desirable for the Standing
Committee or the Executive Board to have an opportunity of studying the regrouping
of the divisions vhich the appointment of a fourth. Assistant Director-General
would call for.
The DIEECTOE-GENERAL said that he was perfectly prepared to supply such a
1

proposed regrouping for the Information, of the Committee and the Board.
Mr LAWEEKCE supported Professor Canaperia's suggestion.

That would give

the Executive Board an opportunity when the time cam© to ascertain that the new
Assistant Director-General was specialized in the appropriate spheres of knowledge,
The CHAIEMAN said that Professor Canaperia had rightly stressed the Importance of the matter, as well as raising the question of tile competence of -йхе
Committee to consider it.

He called attention to the terms of reference of the

Standing Committee on Administration and Finance， which included the foimilation
of questions of major importance to be discussed in the Board.

He wondered

accordingly whether it vas the vievf of the Committee that the matter at present
under consideration should be considered a major question and referred to the
Board for discussion.
Dr SINGH thought that the selection of a fourth Assistant Director-General
was after all entirely the responsibility of the Direc tor-General himself.

1

This information was later provided in document EB23/AF/WP/18
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The CHAIK.-ÎAN pointed out that, "váiile the Director-~General clearly had that
authority, the Sxecutive Board had； in the past，undertaken studies of the
organizational structure and that it was therefore appropriate for it to consider
the matter •
D r MOOHE believed that the question under consideration was indeed of major
importance and that the Standing Committee should refer ±t to the Board as the
Chairman had suggested，

Hs believed that the Direstor-GeneraU s endeavour to

strengthen the central organisation of WHO was in keeping with the directives
given him by the World Health Acsembly.
Dr METCALFE said that he would be glad to have clarification from the
Director-General as to whether he did not, in fact, have the power to select his
staff vithin the limitations of financial resources*

The D I R E C T O R - G M M A L confirmed that the Director-General did, without any
doubt, have that authority.

Indeed, he recalled that resolution WHA3*89> which

related to the report of the Executive Board on organizational structure y
referred to "changes which may be made by the Director-General as a result of
the requirements of the Organization"•

The creation of new divisions and new

units, to idiich he had referred earlier In the present meeting， was in fact
based on the tradition that the Director-Gэпегal was empowered to make such
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organizational changes.

Naturally, however, should the Executive Board not

s^ree with the policy tdaich the Director-General had adopted, he was willing
to reconsider his actions in the light of the Board's views.

He would in

passing, however, point out that theoretical considerations were not always
the best basis for action, as was evidenced by the fact that many of the
Executive Board's recommendations following its organizational stm^y of many
years ago had not been put into practice.
introduced in the light of experience.

The changes he was making had been
Nevertheless, he would be only too

glad, for those changes to have the consideration of the Board and to receive
the Board's guidance»

The CHAI E M M said that there could be no doubt as to the Director-General 1 e
authority.

The only question at issue was how the Executive Board «ould best

be of help to the Director-General.
to be as fully informed as possible.

It was therefore important for the Board
The matter under consideration was of

great importance and should be examined by the Executive Board and the
Director-General together.

He gathered that the Director-General would

welcome that step and would assist the Board b ^ explaining to it his proposed
regrouping of the divisions*
The DIRECTOR-GMERAL confirmed the Chairman ' s interpretation.

He

recalled that he had the previous year, in connexion with his proposed programme
and budget estimates for 1959, pat before the Standing Committee and the Board

EB23/APykLn/2
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the organizational changes he proposed to make;

the present procedure was

therefore in keeping with past practice.

The CHAIRMAN noted that it was the consensus of the Standing Committee
that the creation of the post of a fourth Assistant Director-General should
be brought to the attention of the Board as an important matter, in accordance
with the Standing Committeefs terms of reference.

Decision;

It was so agreed.

The СНА1ШШ believed it would be most useful if the Secretariat could
submit for the Board's information a document giving the legal background and
history of organizational s t r u c t u r e T h e Director-General could expand his
proposal either in that document or orally to the Board.
He considered that the discussion had shown that there was no doubt in
the mind of any of the members of the Committee as to the need for an
additional Assistant Director-General.

Professor C M A P E R I A , referring to the sum of $ 30 000 shown for Staff
Training under Other Costs in Section Д.1, asked what was the purpose of
introducing that new item of expenditure, since clearly all WHO staff were
already highly trained.

The DIRâlCTOR-GÏÏNSEAL emphasized that, unless every effort was made for
the staff to keep up with progress in their respective technical fields, WHO
would not remain the dynamic Organization it was at present.

1

S u c h

a

document , was later issued as SB23/AF/WP/U (reproduced in Chapter TV
of Off. R e c . Wld Hlth Org, 92)
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The Staff Rules provided for stucfer leave.

Provision had been made as far

back as in 1951 for two fellowships for further training in public health and
in sanitary engineering.

That item had not, howeverj been maintained.

Since

then further training had been provided under the auspices of the Kellogg
Foundation (until 1956) and by the Rockefeller Foundation, vdiich had continued
to provide three or four fellowships every year.

He recalled, however, that

the Rockefeller Foundation had originally expressed tiie hope that the
Organization would eventually be able to build up its own training programme
and would not rely indefinitely on the Foundation.
The matter was most important and the Board might well wish to consider
it.

It was essential that some of the staff should have the opportunity of

participating in additional or refreaher training.
In reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN, he explained the procedure for
selecting candidates for further training on these fellowships.

The names

were put forward by either the regional directors or the Assistant DirectorsGeneral and three or four staff members were selected from an average of about
twenty-five candidates each year.

It was hoped that the Rockefeller

Foundation might provide five fellowships for the present year.

The sum of

• 30 000 referred to in his proposed programme and budget estimates would
cover approximately five or six fellowships.

-зл -
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Professor CANAPERIA agreed that it was of course highly desirable for a
high level of training to be maintained among the staff of ШЮ.

He was not

altogether sure, however, that further training of that type was the best way.
He would be glad to know in what fields such additional training was generally
given.
The DIREGTOR-GEÎERAL said that the largest number of fellowships had been
granted for general training in the public health field and had been given
only to staff members whose worth had already been proved in the service of
the Organization for а пшпЬег of years.

Nursing and sanitary engineering

were the two main activities covered in that way.
Dr ï'ETCALFE wondered, whether it might not in fact be preferable for the
Organization to employ a number of its staff on the basis of a series of
short-term contracts for five-year periods.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that it was important to bear in mind that only
three or four fellowships for a staff of some 1700 were involved.

Furthermore,

it should not be forgotten that there was not after all an excels of highly
trained personnel in the world, and that it was important to retain the
services of qualified staff.
The CHAIRMAN said that, from his own experience, he could state that some
ten per cent, of the United States Public Health Services staff were at all
times away being trained and that funds for that purpose had unfortunately to
be diverted from programme activities.
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He agreed that the matter was a most important one and that it should be
called to the attention of the Executive Board.
Dr MOORE said he would be glad to see WHO take a lead in giving further
training to its staff and hoped that its action might serve as a pointer for
national health administrations.
The DIRECTOR-GEKSRAL recalled that t h e matter had been raised at the
Eleventh World Health Assembly and that it had been stated at that time that the
Director -General would put forward specific recormneaidations on the subject in
due course (see Official Records H o . 37， p . 294)•

Д.2

Health Statistics
The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Director-General had, earlier in the meeting,

referred, to organizational changes in the Division of Health Statistics.

Details

of new posts in the Division were shown in document EB23/AF/VP/5, page 9 .
Dr DOROLIE, Deputy Director-General, said he would comment on the estimates
for Health Statistics jл place of Dr Grashchenkov, Assistant Director-General,
idio had taken up office only two days previously.
The mechanical equipment unit, composed of a supervisor and three clerks,
proposed for I960, was a badly needed innovation.
serve other technical units.

Furthermore, it would probably

族 also called attention to the proposal for one

clerk under International Classification of Disoases and Development of Health
Statistical Ssrvioes.

Otherwise the staffing would b e the same as in 1959.

EB23/AF/Min/2
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The СВА1ШШ, on behalf of the Standing Cormnittee, welcomed Dr Grashchenlcov to
his new office.

In reply to a query by Professor C/JIAPERIA, Dr ВПШШ, Director, Division of
Health Statistics, said that the punohed-card machinery unit proposed was intended
mainly to deal with individual observations as collected in field projects for the
benefit of research,

A large number of cards was already available for analysis

and had not yet been fully exploited fn：: lack of thâ necessary mac.hinrry :
That machinery was not intended to deal with national data collected for publication
of statistical information, as it did not lend itself to that purpose.
other technical units would be able to benefit from the machinery^

Naturally,

the unit had

been directly placed under the Director of the Division of Health Statistics in
order to лаке it more readily available.

In reply to a point raised by the CHAIRMAN, the DEPUTY" DIHECTOR-GEWERiL said
that the meeting of an expert committee on health statistics, referred to in
Official Records N o . 89, page 24, was proposed on the basis of a recoiiraendation Ъу
the Expert Co;mrdttee 011 Health Statistics which had met in October 1958 and was
intended to study mainly the question of morbidity statistics and methods suitable
for sickness surveys, in order to attain better standardization.

Financial

provision was shown under Expert Committees.

In reply to a question from № WARING, adviser to Dr Цу-de, he confirmed that
the figures given on page 8 of document EB23/¿F/€P/5 related only to salaries and
that other statutory costs were shown under Appropriation Section 7 .
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In reply to a request by Professor CAMAPERIA for information on the work of the
WHO Centre for Classification of Diseases referred to on page 24 of Official
Records N o . 89, Dr BIRAUD said that the Centre had actively contributed to the
preparation of the Seventh Decennial Revision of the International Classification
of Diseases.

The Revision Conference having recommended that WHO statistical

activities be henceforth concentrated on methods suitable to under-developed
countries and on m w b i d i t y statistics, the work of the Centre had been reoriented
accordingly•

Several countries made use of the practical facilities offered by

the Centre, which had been of great service to the Expert Coiu.iittee on Health
Statistics convened in 1958.

4»3

Biology and Pharmacology
The DEHJTY" DIRECTOR-GEMERAL explained that the newly nmned Division of Biology

and Pharmacology comprised (as had the Division of Tbsrapeutic Substances)
Biological Standardization, Pharmaceuticals and Addiction-Producing Drugs.
Radiation and Isotopes was also tf^ be transferred to it, but Health Laboratory
Services was no"W to be attached to the Division of Public Health Services,
The only staff changes proposed in th© new division were in Radiation and
Isotopes, and the reasons for thera were given on page 24 of Official Records K o # 89.
No major changes were envisaged in the activities of the Division.

Provision

waa made for an Expert C o m i t t e © on the Effect of Radiation on Human Heredity, as a
follow-up to the 2xpert Cormiiitte© convened in 1958, and for an Expert Committee
on the Therapy of Radiation Injury and Radioactive Poisoning, a subject which had
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received considerable attention in recent years.

It was proposed that WHO should

contribute $ 9000 to the International Commission on Radiological Protection to
help finance studies on maximum permissible radiation doses and $ 5000 to the
International Commission on Radiological Units and Measurements ror studies on the
measurement of medically used radiation and isotopes.
In regard to biological standardization there was provision to continue
contractual technical servioss in order to maintain a long-term programme for
studying recommended requirements for a number of substances.

It was also

proposed to set aside a small sum for the purchase of certain substances, and to
convene an Expert Committee on Biological Standardization to make recommendations
on new international standards and on the replacement of those nearing exhaustion.
It was planned to convene a Study Group on the Quality Control of New
Pharmaceutical Preparations and to appropriate sums to meet the cost of
specialized work in connexion with the International Pharmacopoeia and nonproprietary names and for the purchase of small quantities of specific pharmaceuticals
for assay.

An Expert Committee on Specifications for Pharmaceutical Preparations,

as well as a Sub-Committee on Non-proprietary N a m e s , was to be convened.
Turning to Addiction-Producing D r u g s , he noted t h a t provision was made for
consultants to help in the preparation of studies on the medical aspects of the
prevention of drug addiction which WHO had been asked to carry out by the Economic
and Social Council.

Provision had also been included for a meeting of the Expert

Committee on Addiction-Producing Drugs which was necessary to enable WHO to
discharge its responsibility to the United Nations and other international bodies
in connexion with the control oí narcotic drugs.
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Dr METCALE2 asked what was the precise purpose of the Study Group on the
Quality Control of New Pharmaceutical Preparations.
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that there had been much discussion, on
the standardization of the requirements laid down as to quality and specifications
of drugs at the national level.

The methods of control prior to sales

authorization differed widely and it was relt that it would be profitable to
examine those methods and to see whether some uniformity could be introduced so as
to facilitate the free flow of pharmaceuticals across frontiers.
Dr METCALFE emphasized that the task was an enormous one owing to the vast
number of new drugs constantly appearing on the market.

He enquired whether any

effort was made to control therapeutic quality.
The EEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that that was one of the aspects to be
considered.

Clearly there was great need for investigation of drugs, but the

development of new types was so rapid that it was difficult for national health
administrations to keep pace and to devise a means of protecting the public.

It

was a problem of carrying out adequate trials without at the same time delaying
the development of new products.
Another problem arose when a drug whose sale was authorized by the country of
production did not meet the requirements laid down by an importing country.
As the matter was a delicate one Involving international trade and commercial
interests, it should preferably be tackled by a study group that could carry out
an ini'omnal study.
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Dr METCALFE observed that many more inferior drugs were being exported than
was generally realized.

International control would certainly be beneficial, but

extremely dirficult to establish.

The CHAIRMAN said that the study group was evidently intended to explore
tentatively what might be done.

One of the problems to be considered was that

many smaller countries lacked the facilities for checking the quality of
imported drugs•

Professor CANAPERIA, referring to section 4.^.2, rioted that sizable grants
were proposed to the Tuberculosis Immunization Research Centre (TIRC) at Copenhagen,
as well as to the Tuberculosis Research Office (TRO) and the Danish Tuberculosis
Index.

All three appeared to be dealing with much the same sort of problem;

he

wondered whether there was any difference in their activities.

Dr JERNE (Biological Standardization) explained that TIRC was a laboratory set
up jointly by the Danish Government and WHO in 1951 because it had been i'elt that
TRO and the various tuberculosis-survey and BCG-vaccination projects would require
the help of a specialized laboratory that would be in a position to answer problems
not investigated elsewhere.

In 1956, by agreement between WHO and the Danish

Government, the latter had assumed responsibility for TIRC.

The Danish Government

received a supporting grant from WHO of $ 24 0 0 0 , most of which was used to meet
the salaries of internationally recruited scientists.
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TIRC was mainly concerned with research on the antigenic composition of the
tubercle bacillus, the problem of measuring the response to BCG immunization, the
relation between circulating antibodies and allergy factors, and other problems of
that nature.

The Centre was producing purified tuberculin preparations which it

was hoped would prove more specific than those at present available.

It was doing

excellent work that had received international recognition and deserved support,
work that could serve as a nucleus for possible expansion of research on the
biology of the tubercle bacillus and the immune response.
TRO carried out field studies on preparations from the Centre.
Dr MOORE asked about the grants proposed to the Tuberkulose Forschungsinstitut
in Borstel, the Institut Pasteur in Lille, the Tuberculosis Research Institute in
Prague, and the Danish Tuberculosis Index, all of whioh seemed to be engaged on
much the same kind of work.
Professor CANAESRIA asked why TIRC should figure in section 4.5*2 rather than
in Section 4.5.1 together with the other Institutions dealing with tuberculosis.
Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, explained that the activities deècribed

in Section 4.5.I were different from those connected, with biological standardization：
the institutions listed there were conducting specific investigations on the
epidemiology of tuberculosis.

The Danish Tuberculosis Index carried out field

surveys on populations treated with BCG vaccinations and tested different types of
those vaccines in the field.
investigating

The institutes In Borstel, Lille and Prague were

mycobacteria collected from certain field projects supported by WHO
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so as to establish their virulence and antigenic characteristics.

Samples from

different parts of the world were being sent to four or five laboratories for
comparison.

The work mentioned in section

on the other hand, was on the

preparation of antigens and on the immunological factors and reactions.

Thus the

two types of research were quite distinct and there was no duplication.
Professor CANAESRIA expressed surprise that in regard to tuberculosis WHO was
apparently not performing its usual co-ordinating function, but dispersing its
support among a number of different institutions performing more or less the same
•kind of tasks.

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Standing Committee might suggest that the
Executive Board recommend greater co-ordination.
For his own part he had been struck by the efforts that were being made to
carry out comparative studies on strains from different parts of the world - a task
whioh could not be undertaken without an international co-ordinating body and which
was an impressive example of the kind of work which WHO was so well fitted to
encourage.

Dr MOORE wondered whether anything was being done to follow the results being
obtained in other laboratories;

for example, a study had just been completed in

Ottawa on the potency of different vaccines from which startling disparities had
emerged.
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Dr KAUL said that It was common knowledge that WHO'S tuberculosis programme
had been initiated with a mass BCG campaign on a world-wide scale which had given
rise to a number of specific problems requiring investigation, as for example
allergies to the vaccine and its immunological characteristics.
essectial to ensure unifora potency in the vaccines.

It had proved

As the programme developed,

certain results in the field had called for interpretation^ such as the different
types of responses which had posed the question whether there were any antigenic
difference思 in the bacillus.

As a result, specimens had. been sent to laboratories

for culture and examination.
The grants to be made to the institutions listed in section 4.5.1 were
extremely modest and were intended to meet the extra cost of reagents and

supplies

required for the investigations and not to finance substantial studies.

The

grant to the Danish Tuberculosis Index was gradually being reduced so that
eventually full responsibility for it would be taken, over by the Danish G o v e m m e n t
but, as in 1959 certain activities hitherto carried out by ERO were being
transferred to the Index, the grant for that year had been increased.

The CHAIRMAN, referring to Radiation and Isotopes, observed that it was
becoming increasingly important for WHO to assume general responsibility for the
health aspects of the development of atomic energy,

He was very much concerned

about the matter and wondered whether the Organization was moving fast enough to
acquire and maintain a leading position in that respect.
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The EËPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed that the task was formidable, but pointed
out that there were a number of interested governmental, inter-governmental and nongovernmental bodies.

WHO had obtained valuable support and help from the

International Commissions on. Radiological Protection and on Radiological Units and
Measurements, which had existed for nearly thirty years and which every second or
third year met to draw up new agreed criteria and definitions.

It had also been

given valuable assistance by national atomic energy commissions, particularly in the
provision of training facilities> as a result of whioh, for example, it had been
possible to hold a c o w s e for health physicists in radiation probl棚s every year at
little cost to WHO itself.

Co-operation with the Intemati<»ial Atomic Energy

Agenoy, the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation,
FAO and the International Labour Office was expanding:

for example, W O had been

invited to send representatives to discuss IAEA's extensive fellowship progranme, so
as to avoid duplication, and was sharing with the International Labour Office the

expense

of preparing meetings on the protection of workers against radiation hazards.

Undoubtedly WHO could most usefully recruit more specialized staff, but it was
extremely difficult to fill suaij posts because of the shortage of qualified persons
and the great national need for tbem.
With those considerations in mind, the Director-General believed that it would
be wise to proceed with caution and not try to go too fast.
Chairmam's remarks were extremely encouraging.

However> the
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The CHAIRMAN wondered whether it was atomic energy commissions which should be
consulted, since they had little knowledge of and no responsibility for health.
The crying need was for WHO to work closely with national health authorities, so as
to protect the population from the dangers of atomic developments, and he questioned
whether the Direct or-Ge；: eral ( s proposed programme was adequate in that respect.
The whole matter clearly callad for serious thought^ 00 aa to establish precisely
what should, be WHO's role.

Dr MOORE commended the Direotor-General on faithfully complying with the
injunctions of the Health Assambly and the Executive Board to avoid duplication with
the work of other agencies.

The Director-General had adopted a very wise approach

of close co-operation without weakening the work of other agencies.

He agreed with

the Chairman that WHO should assist national health authorities in devoting more
attention to protection against hazards to health»

The EEPUTY DIHSCTQR-Œ2I-SRAL agreed with the Chairman that WHO should support
the efforts of national health authorities•

Indeed^ Its training programme had

been designed to instruct medical personnel and general public health officers in
health problems due to radiation and to prepare specialists in protection against
radiation, while of course giving due recognition to the responsibility of the
International Labour Office for training such personnel to work in industrial plants*
With regard to the point raised by the Chairman, however, he would point out
that in certain countries^ such as France and the United Kingdom, national atomic
energy commissinns had made themselves responsible for courses f«r general public
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h e a l t h officers so that it was difficult to generalize on that s u b j e c t .

W H O was

bound to address itself to those national authorities which could and would support
its programmes。

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he would welcome further comments by the
Chairman on WHO'S programme, since that was the kind of guidance which he sought.

Mr LAWRENCE wondered whether WHO was not hamstrung by the fact that methods
of protection against radiation hazards might be regarded as military secrets
which nations would not divulge.

The EEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that information about the level of
radioactivity was public knowledge and a great deal of data had already appeared in
the report of the Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation.

WHO

had never found itself hampered by countries withholding material, and the study on
the effects of radiation on human heredity, which was one of its major responsibilities
and which was bound to be a long-term task, would have to be largely based on such
data as those provided in the Scientific Committee's report.

The CHAIRMAN emphasized that although national atomic energy commissions
possessed the technical information on radiobiology, they were essentially more
conoerned with the creation of new sources of power than with the possible dangers
that might ensue, so that it was vitally important for WHO to ensure that health
authorities assumed responsibility for protecting the population against such dangers,
as well as those caused by the careless use of X-rays and radioactive materials
in medicine.

T h e meeting r o s e at 5,25 р,ш.
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1.

DETAILED EXAMINATION A N D ANALYSIS OF THE DIBECTOB-GEUEBAL'S PROPOSED
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOE i960； Item 6 of the Agenda
(Official Becords No. 89； Document EB25/ai/wp/1-:L1) (continued)

k.

Programme Activities
The CHAIRMAIi drew the Committee's attention, to tbe new method of presentation

of the Operating Programme, which, folloving the changes in the organizational
structure of WHO) vas now shown under the general title of Programme Activities,
whereas in the past activities had been shown under Central Technical Services ani
Advisory Services.
Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, called attention to section IX of
document EB23/AP/WP/5, which should be read in conjunction vith Appropriation
Section b.

Paragraph 11.1 provided an overall summary of tbe net increase in

that appropriation section and gave a breakdown of the total sum of $ 297 593.
Details of the new posts proposed for i960 were given in paragraph 11.2.
it.,1

Offices of the Assistant Directors-General

The DIRECTOB-GEUEIIAL said he belleveü it would be useful for him to summarise
the actions taken by him in 1958 and those planned for X959 and 19^0, which
related to the structure of the Organization.

The documentation before the

Committee would show that a series of changes had been » d e ;

however, those

changes could all be considered as of a relatively minor character and in keeping
with tixe general evolution of tJtie Organization's work.
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In 1958 the units dealing with Exchange of Scientific Information^ ana vith
Assistance to Educational Institutions in the Division of Education and Training
1

Services haa been renamed "Education in Medicine anâ Allied Subjects 、 and "Public
Health Education and Training"s

those nev titles seemed to relate more closely to

the actual functions of those sections， particularly as exchange of scientific
information was in effect carried out at all times throughout all divisions.

No

substantive changes had been made in those units.
As a result of discussions in the World Health Assembly, two new units in the
Division of Organization of Public Health Services relating respectively to
Cardiovascular Diseases and to Cancer had been сreated; as well as a unit on Leprosy
in the Division of Communicable Diseases.

That development was in accordance with

the established policy of creating new units vhen that became necessary as a result
of the fact that greater emphasis had come to be placed on certain activities
hitherto within the scope of a more general section.
Another change effected in 1958, and which might in fact appear at first sight
of greater importance than it really was^ vas the abolition of the three main
Departments,

That measure should not be taken as implying any basic change in

the organizational structure； it had been decided upon, in viev of the magnitude
of certain sectors of the programme ; in order to enable a more satisfactory
distribution of the Divisions as between the Assistant Direc tors-General,
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He then called attention to the changes vhich he had made in 1959*

Health

Laboratory Methods had been transferred to the Division of Organization of Public
Health Services ; and its title changed to Health Laboratory Services,

The vork

in connexion vith the shigella^ escherichia and salmonella centres would be
transferred to Endemo-epidemic Diseases.
had been transferred to the Nutrition.

Work in connexion vith food additives
The Division of Epidemiological and

Health Statistical Services would become the Division of Health Statistics^
International Quarantine being transferred to the Division of Communicable Disease
Services (that development had long been under discussion).

He stressed the .

fact that the changes made were designed to ensure that the maximum benefit vas
made of the existing staff in those divisions*
Statistics would consist of the following units:

The new Division of Health
Health Statistical Methodology^

Consolidation of Health Statistics， and International Classification of Diseases
and Development of Health Statistical Services.

The Division of Therapeutic

Substances had been renamed the Division of Biology and Pharmacology and would
include the unit on Eadiation and Isotopes, which had hitherto reported to the
Office of the Direc tor-General.
He stressed the fact that the changes vhich he had just outlined vere in
no way of a dramatic nature and followed the orderly* development of the
Organization.
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The organizational changes for I960 would, of course, be studied by the
Standing Committee аз it considered his proposed programme ana budget estimates
for i960,

The creation of a post of fourth Assistant Direc tor-General had been

motivated by the tremendous increase vhich had come about in the work of WHO
over the past ten years.

He stressed the fact that while the addition of

another Assistant Direc tor-General vould help him greatly by relieving him of
some of the Organization's growing responsibilities, he was not in any way
seeking to transfer any of the final measure of responsibility which was n a t u r a l l y
incumbent on the Director-General alone.

In fact, his proposal for the fourttx

Assistant Director-General had been made with the future of the Organization In
mind, in viev of its expanding sphere of activities.
He also proposed to create in i960 a new unit of activity to relate to the
Organization of Medical Care.

The Division of Organization of Public Health

Services, which had become too large^ would be split into two Divisions, namely.
Public Health Services, and Health Protection and Promotion； be recalled t h a t
that measure had been under consideration since 1951 and he hoped that it would #
in fact, take place in i960.

He also planned to crçate a separate u n i t of

activity dealing with Virus Diseases.
Dr METCALFE asked what were the main duties it was proposed that the
fourth Assistant Direc tor-General should undertake.
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The DIEECTOE-GENERAL replied that the functions of the proposed new
Assistant Direc tor-General wouia be the same as those of the three present
Assistant Direc tors-General in that he would be required to be responsible for
a number of divisions and to assist in formulating policy in the Organization.
Some of the divisions, Malaria Eradication or Communicable Disease Services for
example^ had become so large and their activities had so increased that it vas
becoming impossible to expect an Assistant Director-General to be responsible for
many such divisions.

The question of vhich divisions would fall unaer the new

Assistant Director-General would clearly be closely linked vith the specialties
of the person selected for the post.
Dr METCALFE agreed that it was desirable for the Director-General to be.
relieved from an undue amount of routine work and he therefore supported in
principle -the creation of a fourth post of Assistant Director-General.

He did,

however, think it desirable that more detailed information be given to the
Committee on the type of work for which the incumbent would be responsible.
Professor CANAPEEIA considered that the matter was of great importance.

He

recalled that the separation vhich had hitherto existed into Central Technical
Services and Advisory Services had largely come about as a legacy of the
activities undertaken in the past in the health, sphere by the League of Nations.
The separation had been, on the whole, somewhat artificial and it vas therefore
understandable that the Director-General should vish to divide activities in a
more logical manner.
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ge felt that the proposed nev structure in connexion with the appointment
0

f a fourth Assistant Director-General would be somewhat too flexible ; since he

bad the impression that it was proposed first to choose the person to fill the
post ana then to assign the divisions according to M s particular capacities.
He did not think that vould be entirely sound from an administrative point of
view and believed that the inverse procedure should be followed.

He vas not

clear as to vhich organ of WHO - the present Standing Committee, the Executive
Board or the World Health Assembly - had the authority to aiscuss the matter-

Dr SINGH vas in favour, in principle ; of creating the post of a fourth
Assistant Director-General in view of the expanding activities of the Organization.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought that perhaps he had not made his point
entirely clear and that Professor Canaperia had misunderstood his position.
He of course agreed that a logical grouping of the divisions was necessary ana
that the most suitable person would then have to be found to supervise their
work.
He would emphasize that M s proposals in no vay basically altered the strue
ture of the Organization.

He recalled that a similar method existed in the

International Labour Organisation, where a group of divisions was in the charge
of an assistant director-general.

His structural reorganization merely meant

the disappearance of the departments as such bust did not alter the functions of
the divisions.
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Professor CANAPERIA siaâ that it would seem desirable for the Standing
Committee or the Executive Board to have an opportunity of studying ihe regrouping
of the divisions which the appointment of a fourth Assistant Director-General
would call for.
The DIEECTOE-GENERAL said that he was perfectly prepared to supply such a
proposed regrouping for the infonnation of 让e Committee and the Board.

M r LAWBENCE supported Professor Canaperia's suggestion.

That vould give

the Executive Board an opportunity when the time came to ascertain that the new
Assistant Director-General was specialized in the appropriate spheres of knowledge

The CHAIEMAW said that Professor Canaperia haü rightly stressed the importance of the matter, as veil as raising üie question of the competence of the
Committee to consider it.

He called attention to tbe terms of reference of the

Standing Committee on Administration and Finance, vhich included the f o v u l a t i o n
of questions of major importance to be discussed in the Board.

He wondered

accordingly whether it was the view of the Committee that the matter a t present
under consideration should be considered a major question and referred to the
Board for discussion.
Dr SINGH thought that the selection of a fourth Assistant Birector-General
v a s

after all entirely the responsibility of the Director-General himself.
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The CHAIRMAN pointed out t h a t , 油 i l e the Director-General clearly had that
authority, the Executive Board had, in the past, undertaken studies of the
organizational structure and that it was therefore appropriate for it to consider
the matter.

D r MOORE believed that the question under consideration was indeed of major
importance and that the Standing Committee should refer it to the Board, as the
Chairman had suggested.

He believed that the Direotor-General‘s endeavours to

strengthen the central organization of WHO was in keeping with the directives
given him by the World Health Assembly.

Dr METCALFE said that he would be glad to have clarification from the
Director-General as to whether he did not, in fact, have the power to select his
staff within the limitations of financial resources.

The DIRECTOR-GEiffiRAL confirmed that the Director-General did, without any
doubt, have that authority.

Indeed, he recalled that resolution WHA3,89, which

related to the report of the Executive Board on organizational structure,
referred to "changes which may be made by the Director-General as a result of
the requirements of the Organization".

The creation of new divisions and new

units, to váiich he had referred earlier in the present meeting, was in fact
based on the tradition that the Director-General was empowered to make such
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organizational changes.

Naturally, however, should the Executive Board not

agree with the policy which the Director-General had adopted, he was willing
to reconsider his actions in the light of the Board's views.

He would in

passing, however, point out that theoretical considerations were not always
the best basis for action, as was evidenced Ъу the fact that many of the
Executive Board's recommendations following its organizational stucjy of manyyears ago had not been put into practice.
introduced in the light of experience.

The changes he was making had b e ®

Nevertheless, he would be only too

glad, for those ohanges to have the consideration of the Board and to receive
the Board's guidance.
The CHAIRMAN said that there could be no doubt as to the Director-General's
authority.

The on2y question at issue was how the Executive Board eould best

Ъе of help to the Director-General.

It was therefore important for the Board

to be as fuller informed as possible.

The matter under consideration was of

great importance and should be examined by the Executive Board and the
Director-General together.

He gathered that the Director-General would

welcome that step and would assist the Board by explaining to it his proposed
regrouping of the divisions»
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL confirmed the Chairman's interpretation,

He

recalled that he had the previous year, in connexion with his proposed programme
and budget estimates for 1959, put before the Standing Committee and the Boand
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the organizational changes he proposed to makej

the present procedure was

therefore in keeping with past practice.

The CHAIRMAN noted that it was the consensus of the Standing Conmittee
that the creation of the post of a fourth Assistant Director-General should
be brought to the attention of the Board as an important matter, in accordance
with the Standing Committee 1 s terms of reference»

Decision;

It was so agreed.

The CHAIRMAN believed it would be most useful if the Secretariat could
submit for the Board's information a document giving the legal background and
history of organizational structure.

The Director-General could expand his

proposal either in that document or orally to the Board.
He considered that the discussion had shown that there was no doubt in
the mind of any of the members of the Committee as to the need for an
additional Assistant Director-General.

Professor CANAPERIA, referring to the sum of $ 30 000 showi for Staff
Training under Other Costs in Section 厶.1, asked what was the purpose of
introducing that new item of expenditure, since clearly all WHO staff were
already highly trained.

The DIRECTOR-GSNiEAL emphasized that, unless every effort was made for
the staff to keep up with progress in üieir respective technical fields, WHO
would not remain the dynamic Organization it was at present.
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The Staff Rules provided for study leave.

Provision had been made as far

back as in 1951 for two fellowships for further training in public health and
in sanitary engineering.

That item had not, however^ been maintained.

Since

then further training had been provided under the auspices of the Kellogg
Foundation (until 1956) and by the Rockefeller Foundation, which had continued
to provide three or four fellowships every year.

He recalled, however, that

the Rockefeller Foundation had originally expressed the hope that the
Organization would eventually be able to build up its own training programme
and would not rely indefinitely on the Foundation.
The matter was most important and the Board might well wish to consider
it.

It was essential that some of the staff should have the opportunity ot

participating in additional or refresher training.
In reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN, he eixplained the procedure for
selecting candidates for further training on these fellowships•

The names

were put forward by either the regional directors or the Assistant DirectoreGeneral and three or four staff members were selected from an average of about
twenty-five candidates each year.

It was hoped that the Rockefeller

Foundation might provide five fellowships for the present year.

The sum «f

I 30 000 referred to in his proposed programme and budget estimates would
cover approximately five or six fellowships.
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Professor C M A P E R I A agreed that it was of course highly desirable for a
high level of training to be maintained among the staff of W H O .

He was not

altogether sure, however, that further training of that type was the best w a y .
He would be glad to know in 曲 a t fields such additional training was generally
givent
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the largest number of fellowships had been
granted for goieral training in the public health field and had been given
only to staff members whose worth had already been proved in the service of
t h

e Organization for a number of years.

Nursing and sanitaiy engineering

were the two main activities covered in that w a y .

D R

ÏETCALFE wondered whether it might not in fact be preferable for the

Organization to employ a number of its staff on the basis of a series of
short-term contracts for five-year periods.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that it was important to bear in mind that only
three or four fellowships for a staff of some 1700 were involved.

Furthermore,

it should not be forgotten that there was not after all an excels of highly
trained personnel in the world and that it was important to retain the
services of qualified staff.
The CHAIRMAN said that, from his own experience, he could state that some
ten per cent, of the United States Public Health Services staff were at a U
times away being trained and that funds for that purpose had unfortunately t o
Ъе diverted from programme activities.
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.He agreed that the matter was a most important one and that it should be
called to the attention of the Executive Board.

Dr MOORE said he would be glad to see WHO take a lead in giving i\irther
training to its staff and hoped that its action might servo as a pointer for
national health administrations,

The DIRECTOR-GEKSRAL recalled that the matter had been raised at the
Elevehth World Health Assembly and that it had been stated at that time that the
Director-General would put forward specific recommendations on the subject in
due course (see Official Records No, 37^ p. 294)•

Л.2

Health Statistics
The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Director-General had, earlier in the meeting,

referred to organisational changes in the Division of Health Statistics.

Details

of new posts in the Division were shewn in document EB23/AF/WP/5, page 9.
Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said he would comment on the estimates
for Health Statistics in place of Dr Grashchenkov, Assistant Director-General
who had taken up office only two days previously.
The mechanical equipment unit^ composed of a supervisor and three clerks,
proposed for I960〉was a badly needed innovation.,
serve other 七 e c h r d c a l units=

Furthermore, it would probably

He also called attention to the proposal for one

clerk under International Classification of Disoases and Development of Health
Statistical Services.

Otherwise the staffing would be the same as in 1959.
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The СВЛШт, on behalf of the Standing Cosaiittee, welcomed Dr Grashchenkov to
his new office.
In reply to a query by Professor CANAPERIA, Dr ВПШГО，Director, Division of
Health Statistics, said that the punohed-oard machinery unit proposed was intended
mainly to deal with individual observations as collected in field projects for the
benefit of research.

A large number of cards was already available for analysis

and had not yet been fully exploited owing to lack of the necessary machinery.
That maohinery was not intended to deal with national data collected for publication
of statistical information, as it did not lend itself to that purpose.
other technical units would be able to benefit from the machinery^

Naturally,

the unit had

been directly placed under the Director of the Division of Health Statistics in
order to make it more readily available.
In reply to a point raised by the CHAIRMAN, the DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said
that the meeting of an expert oararaittee on health statistics, referred to in
Official Records N o . 89, page 24, was proposed on the basis of a recormnendation by
the Expert Cormiittee on Health Statistics which had met in October 1958 and was
intended to study mainly the question of morbidity statistics and methods suitable
for sickness surveys, in order to attain better standardization.

Financial

provision was shown under Expert Committees.
In reply to a question from Mr WARING, adviser to Dr liyde, he confirmed that
the figures given on page 8 of document EB23/AF/^P/5 related only to salaries and
that other statutory oosts were shown under Appropriation Section 7 .
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In reply to a request by Professor. CANAPERIA for information on the work of the
丽 0 Centre for Classification of Diseases referred to on page 24 of Official
Records Ncu 89，Dr В11ШГО said that the Centre had actively contributed to the
preparation of the Seventh Decennial Revision of the International Classification
of Diseases.

The Revision Conference having recommended that WKO statistical

activities be henceforth concentrated on methods suitable to under-developed
countries and on morbidity statistics, th© work of the Centre had been reoriented
accordingly.

Several countries made use of the practical facilities offered by

the Centre, which had been of great service to the Expert Committee on Health
Statistics convened in 1958.
4.3

Biology and Fharmaeolo^y
The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the newly named Division of Biology

and Pharmacology comprised (as had the Division of Therapeutic Substances)
Biological Standardization, Pharmaceuticals and Addiction-Producing Drugs•
Radiation and Isotopes was also to b© transferred te it, but Health LaboratoryServices was no'W to be attached to the Division of Public Health Services.
The only staff changes pr tposed in the new division were in Radiation and
Isotopes, and the reasons for them were givèn on page 24 of Official Records Ko,
No major changes were envisaged in the activities of the Division.

Provision

was made for an Expert Committee on the Effect of Radiation on Human Heredity, as a
follow-up to the 3xpert Committee convened in 1958, and for an Expert Committee
on th© Therapy of Radiation Injury and Radioactive Poisoning, a subject whioh had
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received considerable attention in recent years.

It was proposed that WHO should

contribute $ 9OOO to the International Commission on Radiological Protection to
help finance studies on maximum permissible radiation doses and $ 3000 to the
International Commission on Radiological Units and Measurements for studies on the
measurement of medically used radiation and isotopes.
In regard to biological standardization there was provision to continue
contractual technical servioes in order to maintain a long-terra programme for
studying recommended requirements for a number of substances.

It was also

proposed to set aside a small sura for the purchase of certain substances, and to
convene an Expert Committee on Biological Standardization to make recommendations
on new international standards and on the replacement of those nearing exhaustion.

It was planned to convene a Study Group on the Quality Control of New
Pharmaceutical Preparations and to appropriate sums to meet the cost of
specialized work in connexion with the International Pharmacopoeia and nonproprietary names and for the purchase of small quantities of specific pharmaceuticals
for assay.

A n Expert Committee on Spécifications for Pharmaceutical Preparations,

as well as a Sub-Committee on Non-proprietary Names, was to be convened.
Turning to Addiction-Producing Drugs, he noted that provision was made for
*

consultants to help in the preparation of studies on the medical aspects of the
prevention of drug addiction which WHO had been asked to carry out by the Economic
and Social Council.

Provision had also been included for a meeting of the Expert

Committee on Addiction-Producing Drugs which was necessary to enable WHO to
discharge its responsibility to the United Nations and other international bodies
in connexion with the control of narcotic drugs.
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Dr METCALFE asked what was the precise purpose of the Study Group on the
Quality Control of Mew Pharmaceutical Preparations.
The IEPUTÏ DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that there had been much discussion on
the standardization of the requirements laid down as to quality and specifications
of drugs at the national level.

The methods of control prior to 'sales

authorization differed widely and it was relt that it would be profitable to
examine those methods and to see whether some uniformity could be introduced so as
to facilitate the free flow of pharmaceuticals across frontiers.

Dr METCALFE emphasized that the task was an enormous one owing to the vast
number of new drugs constantly appearing on the market.

He enquired whether any

effort was made to control therapeutic quality•
The EEPÜTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that that was one of the aspects to be
considered»

Clearly there was great need for investigation of drugs, but the

development of new types was so rapid that it was difficult for national health
administrations to keep pace and to devise a means of protecting the public.

It

was a problem of carrying out adequate trials without at the same time delaying
the development of new products.
Another problem arose when a drug whose sale was authorized by the country of
production did not meet the requirements laid down by an importing country.
As the matter was a delicate one involving international trade and commercial
interests, it should preferably be tackled by a study group that could carry out
an informal study.
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Dr METCALFE observed that many more inferior drugs were being exported than
was generally realized.

International control would certainly be beneficial, but

extremely dirficult to establish.
The CHAIRMAN said that the study group was evidently intended to explore
tentatively what might be done.

One of the problems to be considered was that

many smaller countries lacked the facilities for checking the quality of
imported drugs.
Professor CANAPERIA, referring to section 4.3-2, noted that sizable grants
were proposed to the Tuberculosis Immunization Research Centre (TIRC) at Copenhagen
as well as to the Tuberculosis Research Office (TRO) and the Danish Tuberculosis
Index.

All three appeared to be dealing with much the sajne sort of problem;

he

wondered whether there was any difference in their activities.
Dr JERNE (Biological Standardization) explained that TIRC v^as a laboratory set
up jointly by the Danish Government and WHO in 1951 because it had been felt that
TRO and the various tuberculosis-survey and BCG-vaccination projects would require
the help of a specialized laboratory that would be in a position to answer problems
not investigated elsewhere.

In 1956, by agreement between WHO and the Danish

Government, the latter had assumed responsibility for TIRC.

The Danish Government

received a supporting grant from WHO of $ 24 000, most of which was used to meet
the salaries of internationally recruited scientists.
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TIRC was mainly concerned with research on the antigenic composition of the
tubercle bacillus, the problem of measuring the response to BCG immunization, the
relation between circulating antibodies and allergy factors, and other problems of
that nature.

The Centre was producing purified tuberculin preparations which it

was hoped would prove more specific than those at present available.

It was doing

excellent work that had received international recognition and deserved support,
work that could serve as a nucleus for possible expansion of research on the
biology of the tubercle bacillus and the immune response.
TRO carried out field studies on preparations from the Centre.
Dr MOORE asked about the grants proposed to the Tuberkulose Porschungsinstitut

in Borstel, the Institut Pasteur in Lille, the Tuberculosis Research Institute in
Prague, and the Danish Tuberculosis Index, all of which seemed to be engaged on
much the same Kind of work.
Professor CANAPERIA asked why TIRC should figure in section b.J>.2 rather than
in section 4.5.I together with the other institutions dealing with tuberculosis.
Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, explained that the activities described
In section 4.5.I were different from those connected, with biological standardization:
the institutions listed there were conducting specific investigations on the
epidemiology of tuberculosis.

The Danish Tuberculosis Index carried out field,

surveys on populations treated with BCG vaccinations and tested different types of
those vaccines in the field.
investigating

The institutes in Borstel, Lille and Prague were

mycobacteria collected from certain field projects supported by WHO
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so as to establish their virulence and antigenic characteristics.

Samples from

different parts of the world were being sent to four or five laboratories for
comparison.

The work mentioned in section 4.3*2, on the other hand, was on the

preparation of antigens and on the immunological factors and reactions.

Thus the

two types of research were quite distinct and there was no duplication.
Professor CANAPERIA expressed surprise that in regard to tuberculosis WHO was
apparently not performing its usual co-ordinating function, but dispersing its
support among a number of different institutions performing more or less the same
kind of tasks.
The CHAIRMAN observed that the Standing Committee might suggest that the
Executive Board recommend greater co-ordination.
For his own part he had been struck by the efforts that were being made to
carry out comparative studies on strains from different parts of the world - a task
which could not be undertaken without an international co-ordinating body and which
was an impressive example of the kind of work which WHO was so well fitted to
encourage•
Dr MOORE wondered whether anything was being done to follow the results being
obtained in other laboratories;

for example, a study had just been completed in

Ottawa on the potency of different vaccines from which startling disparities had
emerged»
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Dr KAUL said that it was common knowledge that WHO'S tuberculosis programme
had been initiated with a mass BCG campaign on a world-wide scale which had given
rise to a number of specific problems requiring investigation, as for example
allergies to the vaccine and its immunological characteristics.
essential to ensure uniform potency in the vaccines•

It had proved

As the programme developed,

certain results in the field had called for interpretation, such as the different
types of responses which had posed the question whether there were any antigenic
differences in the bacillus.

As a result, specimens had been sent to laboratories

for culture and examination•
The grants to be made to the institutions listed in section 4.5.1 were
extremely modest and were intended to meet the extra cost of reagents and supplies
required for the investigations and not to finance substantial studies.

The

grant to the Danish Tuberculosis Index was gradually being reduced so that
eventually full responsibility for it would be taken over by the Danish Government
but, as in 1959 certain activities hitherto carried out by TRO were being
transferred to the Index, the grant for that year had been increased.
The CHAIRMAN, referring to Radiation and Isotopes, observed that it was
becoming increasingly important for WHO to assume general responsibility for the
health aspects of the development of atomic energy.

He was very much concerned

about the matter and wondered whether the Organization was moving fast enough to
acquire and maintain a leading position in that respeot.
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The EEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed that the task was formidable, but pointed
out that there were a number of interested governmental, inter-governmental and nongovernmental bodies.

WHO had obtained valuable support and help from the

International Commissions on Radiological Protection and on Radiological Units and
Measurements, which had existed for nearly thirty years and which every second or
third year met to draw up new agreed criteria and definitions.

It had also been

given valuable assistance by national atomic energy commissions, particularly iri the
provision of training facilities, as a result of which, for example, it had been
possible to hold a course for health physicists in radiation problems every year at
little cost to WHO itself.

Co-operation with the International Atomic Energy

Agency, the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation,
FAO and the International Labour Office was expanding:

for example, WHO had been

invited to send representatives to discuss IAEA 1 s extensive fellowship programme, so
as to avoid duplication, and was sharing with the International Labour Office the
expense of preparing meetings on the protection of workers against radiation hazards•
Undoubtedly WHO could most usefully recruit more specialized staff, but it was
extremely difficult to fill such posts because of the shortage of qualified persons
and the great national need for them.
With those considerations in mind, the Dire сtor-General believed that it would
be wise to proceed with caution and not try to go too fast.
Chairman f s remarks were extremely encouraging•

However, the
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The CHAIRMAN wondered whether it was atomic energy commissions which should be
consulted, since they had little knowledge of and no responsibility for health.
The crying need was for WHO to work closely with national health authorities, so as
to protect the population from the dangers of atomic developments, and he questioned
whether the Director-General 1 s proposed programme was adequate in that respect.
The whole matter clearly called for serious thought, so as to establish precisely
what should be WHO'S role.
Dr MOORE commended the Director-General on faithfully complying with the
injunctions of' the Health Assembly and the Executive Board to avoid duplication with
the work of other agencies.

The Director-General had adopted a very wise approach

of close co-operation without weakening the work of other agencies.

He agreed with

the Chairman that WHO should assist national health authorities in devoting more
attention to protection against hazards to health.

The IEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed with the Chairman that WHO should support
the efforts of national health authorities.

Indeed, its training programme had

been designed to instruct medical personnel and general public health officers in
health problems due to radiation and to prepare specialists in protection against
radiation, while of course giving due recognition to the responsibility of the
International Labour Office for training such personnel to work in industrial plants.
With regard to the point raised by the Chairman, however, he would point out
that in certain countries, such as Prance and the United Kingdom, national atomic
energy commissions had made themselves responsible for courses f^r general public
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health officers so that it was difficult to generalize on that subject•

WHO was

bound to address itself to those national authorities which could and would support
its programmes.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he would welcome further comments by the
Chairman on W H O 1 s programme, since that was the kind of guidance which he sought.

Mr LAWRENCE wondered whether WHO was not hamstrung by the fact that methods
of protection against radiation hazards might be regarded as military secrets
which nations would not divulge•

The EËPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that information about the level of
radioactivity was public knowledge and a great deal of data had already appeared in
the report of the Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation.

WHO

had never found itself hampered by countries withholding material, and the study on
the effects of radiation on human heredity, which was one of its major responsibilities
and which was bound to be a long-term task, would have to be largely based on such
data as those provided in the Scientific Committee T s report.

The CHAIRMAN emphasized that although national atomic energy commissions
possessed the technical information on radiobiology, they were essentially more
concerned with the creation of new sources of power than with the possible dangers
that might ensue, so that it was vitally important for WHO to ensure that health
authorities assumed responsibility for protecting the population against such dangers,
as well as those caused by the careless use of X-rays and radioactive materials
in medicine.

The meeting rose at 5,25 р^ш*

